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Introduction to Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency, sometimes called crypto-currency or crypto, is any form of currency that

exists digitally or virtually and uses cryptography to secure transactions. Cryptocurrencies don't have

a central issuing or regulating authority, instead using a decentralized system to record transactions

and issue new units.

The Crypto industry as a whole has seen a momentous year of growth, heavily spurred on by

the entrance of institutional investors adopting Bitcoin due to its store of value properties. In 2020

Crypto experienced was also accelerated by its global adoption, as the number of global crypto users

reached 300 million in June 2021. In the aftermath of COVID-19 and the acceleration of Blockchain

adoption across the world, it is also predicted that the Metaverse Industry is to expand further within

both the Virtual Reality (VR) and Non- Fungible Token (NFT) sectors. According to Strategy Analytics

(Global Research Company), the global metaverse market is projected to reach $280 billion valuation

by 2025.



POLYGON TECHNOLOGY
Polygon believes in Web3 for all. Polygon is a decentralised
Ethereum scaling platform that enables developers to build
scalable user-friendly dApps with low transaction fees without
ever sacrificing on security.
Polygon combines the best of Ethereum and sovereign
blockchains into a full-fledged multi-chain system.

• It is able to fully benefit from 

Ethereum’s network effects.

• It is inherently more secure.

• It is more open and powerful

19k+ 
dApps used polygon 
to  scale their performance

31.27M
Blocks generated

9.177M
Highest transactions 
per day



HYBRID TOKEN
Hybrid token in the Polygon blockchain

will emerge as an important asset class. These
token have all the advantages that blockchains
and Polygon have to offer in terms of transparency
in total number of coins, owners, minting, fast
confirmation times, transactions details and smart
contract execution. Token on the Polygon
blockchain can serve several different functions.

Hybrid token follow the Decentralized
ecosystem. The first token we launched was an
ERC20 token backed by Matic (MATIC) and will be
appropriately named, "Hybrid Token" (HBD). Unlike
decentralized solution HBD will be fully accounted
for and proof of reserves posted on the MATIC
chain. It has a transaction speed of 10,000 TPS. 400+

Customer
active



WHAT IS METAVERSE Vritual Land

Virtual lands are digital spaces or land plots 
that you can buy, sell, build upon, and explore 
in a virtual world.

NFT Avatar

Lets people buy 3D avatars as NFTs and use
them across multiple virtual worlds and
streaming applications like Zoom.

VR Games

VR game is a video game played on virtual
reality hardware. Most VR games are based on
player immersion, typically through head-
mounted display unit or VR headset and one
or more controllers

The Metaverse is the bridge between physical and
virtual worlds within the decentralised and open
source virtual world. Cryptographic protocols will
emerge for managing digital value, for example,
digital art, real estate & advertising space. The
facilitators that make this happen will be NFT’s on the
Polygon Network allowing for affordable and rapid
transactions



FINANCIALTOKEN INFO

Website  - www.hbdtoken.com

Whitepaper  - Record

ICO Time  - Jul 24th – Dec 31st 2022

Whitelist/KYC  - Whitelist + KYC 

Country  - India

IEO Launchpad  - Binance Launchpad

GENERAL

Ticker  - HBD

Platform  - Matic

Token Type  - ERC20

Circulating Supply  - 21,00,00,000

Total Supply  - 210,00,00,000

Transaction Speed  - 10,000 tps

Raised  - 10,00,000 USD

ICO Price  - 0.00625-0.0125 USD

Fundraising Goal  - Matic

Accepts  - Matic

http://www.hbdtoken.com/


ICO – HBD

Circulating Supply

Total Supply
➢ Jul 23rd - Sep 30th at the Price of 0.00625
➢ Oct 1st - Dec 31st at the Price of 0.0125

210,00,00,000 HBD

21,00,00,000 HBD

COIN SOLD
10,00,000 HBD 21,00,00,000 HBD

ICO - STARTS



LISTING PLATFORMS



ROADMAP

2022
Q3

➢ Hybryd Token Launch
➢ Website launch
➢ Whitepaper 1.0
➢ ICO private sale 

started at 0.00625 USD

➢ Metaverse planning 
➢ Gather developers 

and designers in 
company

➢ ICO public sale will 
starts in 0.0125 USD

➢ Hybrid Token listing in 
major exchanges

➢ The graph implementation 
for transparency

➢ Profile implementation

➢ Metaverse development
➢ Vritual land trading
➢ Plan and execute NFT’s 

avatar in Metaverse
➢ Plan to Metaverse  gaming 

projects

2022
Q4

2023
Q1

2023
Q2
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